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Closing our tactical Mexican equity call with a small profit


On October 16 last year we recommended a tactical call on Mexican equities with a view
that the market (and the peso in particular) which suffered from Mr Trump’s pre-election
campaigning would rally on the back of a Mrs Clinton victory



However, with Mr. Trump winning the presidency the negativity exacerbated causing
Mexican equities to underperform significantly



The inauguration of Mr Trump was a turning point for Mexican assets; from that point the
market was no longer driven purely by fear and speculation over the new US
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administration’s stance towards Mexico


Instead investors were able to scrutinise real actions which turned out to not be as bad as
was priced in



Mexican equities have been among the best performers globally over the past two
months, rallying c21% from their January lows



We now sell into this strength, closing the call with a slight profit of 2.6% on a total return
basis (although relative to global equities the call has of course underperformed)

For Mexican equities actions spoke louder than words
Our Mexican equity recommendation was purely a call on the outcome of the US presidential elections.
Given that Mexican equities and currency underperformed significantly in the run-up to the November 8
elections, the call aimed to benefit from a relief rally which we expected to ensue following a Mrs Clinton
victory. This failed to materialise and the rest is history.
Populist and protectionist fears in the immediate aftermath of Mr Trump’s victory were being expressed
via Emerging Market assets and in particular via Mexican equities, bonds and the currency. In the two
weeks following the US elections Mexican equities were down c16% in dollar terms vs. -5% for EM in
aggregate. The temptation to close a losing trade is always high. Nevertheless we stuck with it in the belief
that the market always reacts most aggressively in the lead-up to an event before adjusting later on. We
had the benefit of being able to draw on similar examples in recent history, such as the Saudi and Brazilian
equity market sell-offs, both of which reversed sharply following more clarity on the respective outlooks
(in Saudi the fiscal outlook improved on the back of a successful bond issue and in Brazil it was the political
backdrop). We therefore chose to wait at least until Mr Trump’s inauguration on January 20 to see if the
new President’s actions would match his rhetoric vis a vis Mexico. The performance of the market over the
past 2 months since Mr Trump’s inauguration tells us that too much negativity had been priced into
Mexican assets.
Overall it boils down to political risk, and 2016 was a year of political risk. More specifically, however, it
was a year where political risk was regularly overstated in terms of its impact on financial markets, see
market reactions to Brexit and Mr Trump. Political risk as it pertains to the outlook for Mexican equities
turned out to be no different. Since Mr Trump’s inauguration on 20 January Mexican equities have rallied
c19% in dollar total return terms, outperforming EM equities by c10% and global equities by c14%. Overall
on our trade we make a slight profit of 2.6%, however, Mexican equities have underperformed overall
global equities (+c10%) since we recommended the trade.
The recent strong rally in Mexican equities provides a good opportunity to sell the market we believe.
Especially as we expect recent US dollar weakness to be temporary. As and when the dollar rally resumes,
emerging markets more broadly will come under renewed pressure. Given the catch-up which has taken
place in Mexican equities, we do not expect that the market will be able to buck this trend.
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Disclaimer
This publication is intended for general information purposes only. It should not be construed as an offer, recommendation
or solicitation to purchase or dispose of any securities or to enter in any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or
investment strategy. Neither this publication nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or
commitment whatsoever. Distribution of this publication does not oblige Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank PJSC (“ADCB”) to
enter into any transaction.
The content of this publication should not be considered legal, regulatory, credit, tax or accounting advice. Anyone
proposing to rely on or use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy,
completeness, reliability and suitability of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from
appropriate professionals or experts regarding information contained in this publication.
Information contained herein is based on various sources, including but not limited to public information, annual reports and
statistical data that ADCB considers accurate and reliable. However, ADCB makes no representation or warranty as to the
accuracy or completeness of any statement made in or in connection with this publication and accepts no responsibility
whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this
publication. This publication is intended for qualified customers of ADCB.
Charts, graphs and related data or information provided in this publication are intended to serve for illustrative purposes
only. The information contained in this publication is prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect subsequent
changes in the market or changes in any other factors relevant to their determination. All statements as to future matters
are not guaranteed to be accurate. ADCB expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward looking
statements to reflect new information, events or circumstances after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence
of unanticipated events.
ADCB does and may at any time solicit or provide commercial banking, investment banking, credit, advisory or other
services to the companies covered in its publications. As a result, recipients of this publication should be aware that any or
all of the foregoing services may at time give rise to a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment products are not bank deposits and are not guaranteed
by ADCB. They are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of principal amount invested. Please refer to ADCB’s
Terms and Conditions for Investment Services.
This publication is being furnished to you solely for your information and neither it nor any part of it may be used,
forwarded, disclosed, distributed or delivered to anyone else. You may not copy, reproduce, display, modify or create
derivative works from any data or information contained in this publication.
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